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Blockchain and Industry 4.0 
in Resilient Wireless Communications

In the era of Industry 4.0, Internet of Things (IoT) technologies 
play an important and enabling role. IoT technologies support 
the capture (and increasingly processing) of data close to the 

point of data capture, and can be used as a basis to establish a 
sustainable model for cities and to preserve the quality of life of 
citizens. However, the implementation of Industry 4.0 still requires 
experimentation to evaluate potential economic impact and ben-
efit. This stands particularly true in the face of data explosion, with 
faster data transfer rates across wireless communications (e.g., 
increasing availability of broadband, and 5G and beyond, 5G&B, 
networks) and the ability to support real-time decision making 
based on the collection and analysis of this data. Moreover, there 
is a need to transform the workforce, for example, integrating sys-
tem operators with new skills to manage work digitally. 

The transparency and auditability provided through the use 
of blockchain technologies enables us to address emerging chal-
lenges in Industry 4.0. Some of these challenges include the 
ability to provide:
• Greater “trust” in the data generated by an IoT device
• Greater understanding of operations and “behavior” of con-

sumer devices
Blockchain technologies also enable new possibilities for trust-
worthy Industry 4.0 services in emerging wireless communica-
tions. For instance, using “smart contracts,” workflow execution 
can be used to automate regulatory workflows. Monitoring, track-
ing, and reporting a large amount of heterogeneous data from 
smart cities, as well as verification and compliance checking could 
be facilitated through the efficient use of blockchain technologies.

Over the longer term, blockchain technologies also provide 
a solid foundation for next-generation computing ecosystems. 
Using these technologies, manufacturing industries could rede-
fine and reshape their business models, providing greater trust 
in the use of remote management and monitoring capabilities. 
Cybersecurity challenges are other aspects that manufacturing 
industries require to create a robust and secure workflow in 
Industry 4.0. Meanwhile, emerging wireless communication 
networks are increasingly characterized by the integration of 
distributed and centralized computing and storage resources. 
The dramatic expansion of the bandwidth that makes wireless 
communication networks leads to new potential attack surfaces. 
Recent advances in wireless communications also raises serious 
concerns in terms of security and privacy with legacy solutions.

This Special Issue presents research that reflects recent 
advances in the use of blockchain technologies for Industry 
4.0 in resilient wireless communications. We received a large 

number of submissions, four of which were accepted after a 
thorough review. The recent adaptation of artificial intelligence 
(AI) in Industry 4.0 is a key element in building resilient wireless 
communications. Collaborative learning is one of the key tech-
nologies, but it raises privacy concerns for sensitive industrial 
IoT data and “dishonest” computation. An article on a secure 
and trusted collaborative learning framework for AI IoT is includ-
ed in this SI to address this challenge. The authors identify a 
number of security parameters to be recorded on a blockchain 
with each iterative round of model optimization. Along with the 
growing popularity of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) network 
applications, the accompanying communications security issue is 
also gradually gaining attention, due to its vital role in enabling 
resilient and reliable network performance.

An article on blockchain-based lightweight authentication 
scheme for resilient UAV communications in Industry 4.0 is the 
second in this SI. The authors discuss the potential of block-
chain to facilitate resilient communications and propose a 
blockchain-based authentication architecture in UAV commu-
nications. For large-scale wireless networks, blockchain imple-
mentations often lead to scalability challenges, requring reliable 
real-time data interactivity and a fine-grained transaction support 
framework with high scalability. This SI accepted one article on 
a combinatorial blockchain architecture to enable scalable shar-
ing economy systems. The authors conducted a proof-of-con-
cept case study on electric vehicles sharing data to demonstrate 
feasibility. Blockchain implementations have brought maturity 
to consensus algorithms that seek to address failures within a  
blockchain network’s validating nodes. However, failures in the 
creation, submission, and processing of transactions related to 
the operation of decentralized applications (DApps) running on 
an Industrial IoT device outside the core of the blockchain vali-
dating nodes have not yet been fully explored. Our fourth article 
overcomes the flaws in this context and describes measures to 
circumvent the impact that the failures can have on the function-
ing of smart contracts.
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